Ennio Stipčević's book *Renaissance Music and Culture in Croatia* is largely written for non-specialists, a general audience who are nonetheless interested in the musical culture of the Renaissance and the wider musical cultures connected to the Croatian lands. The focus of the book is not solely on the music itself but also on composers, performers and publishers, as well as the conditions in which they created, performed and published this music. On the one hand the book is broad, yet on the other hand it is also full of fascinating detail and provides a snapshot of the current state of the knowledge, issues, trends and prejudices regarding the topic.

Because the book is intended for a wider readership and not only for musicologists, it seems that the title is deliberately pragmatic and Stipčević does not address the problems posed by the use of the term ‘Renaissance music’. Notwithstanding the potentially problematic nature of the term, the general reader probably has some knowledge of what to expect. With ‘music and culture’ the author is taking into account broader cultural phenomena that are in different ways connected to music.

Stipčević’s coverage of the Croatian historical and cultural milieu provides valuable groundwork for understanding the topic in question, and his insights are plentiful. He offers useful glimpses into the importance of music historiography, taking into an account an inevitable broader cultural context, and in doing so, demonstrates his wide-ranging knowledge. This book is undoubtedly an erudite undertaking, written by someone with an extensive knowledge of the topic. Moreover, it has an attractive design, with the user-friendly paperback edition and the size of the typeface.

In the introduction, Stipčević declares that the “book is an attempt to register the traces of Renaissance music in the Croatian lands.” This statement is an important starting point in order to evaluate the book correctly. Given the scope of work required to consider every trace of the music of the period in question, the author understandably does not cover every aspect of this legacy. The content, instead, is subsumed into a contextualized historical narrative that does not aim to be chronological nor vastly comprehensive. There are inevitable gaps, but still relatively few. For instance, I would

---

1 There are debates regarding the degree to which the ‘Renaissance’ – conceptualised as the revival of antiquity or more broadly an era of fresh beliefs and attitudes – did have an influence on music in the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries. There is clearly a presence of some musical practices in the said period that represent the continuation of those stemming from the Middle Ages, but some scholars also identify the ‘Renaissance’ with the rise of monody c. 1600.
welcome a chapter on music iconography, even though there are some passages that deal with this aspect. In this respect, the book cover, which shows an angel playing the organetto, inescapably draws the reader's attention to some aspects not covered by the book.

The work is divided into ten parts, each comprising a different number of chapters (from two to six), with an introduction, epilogue and appendix with bibliographical references, organised logically and economically. In the table of contents, page numbers appear only next to titles of parts, although perhaps it would have been more convenient for the reader if every chapter title had page numbers attached to it. The structure of the volume is as follows: the first part provides the historical background, touches upon the past historiography and encounters with Turkish music; the second part deals with manuscript and print culture, beginning with medieval scriptoria and ending with a brief excursus on catalogues and pamphlets of booksellers and publishers; the third part sketches the music education in different settings, and here Stipčević also devotes a few paragraphs to the influential humanist Pier Paolo Vergerio from Koper; the fourth part mentions different traditions of church music, including Glagolitic chant, Protestant songs (here he highlights the influences of Primož Trubar) and music in the time of the Catholic revival; the fifth part discusses the folk and popular culture that is linked to music by considering extant written testimonies, musical sources and iconographical evidence; the sixth part covers music in ceremonies and devotions, such as carnival festivities and Corpus Christi celebrations; the seventh part deals with theatre music; the eighth part addresses music in various writings, including a welcome chapter devoted to women in connection to music; the ninth part turns to the ‘celebri autori’ musicians, Julije Skjavetić and Lambert Courtoys among others; and the last part is devoted to the early Baroque composer, with some Renaissance traits, Francesco Sponga Usper from Istria, who was active in Venice. The epilogue is thoughtfully written in the form of dialogue and represents a summary of the main ideas set out by the author. Understandably, in parts that do not deal strictly with music, much of the work is based on secondary literature, but Stipčević otherwise exhibits a thorough knowledge of the primary sources and presents many new facts. He is particularly lucid in the asides that appear at the end of some parts.

The book is of special interest to Slovenian readers, particularly regarding the Slovenian coastal area, where there was, for instance, Glagolitic chant present. Moreover, Bartolomeo Budrio (p. 55, note 65) and Pier Paolo Vergerio (p. 93), both from Koper, get a mention, as does the organist Franciscus de Pavonibus from Ljubljana, who worked in Dubrovnik (p. 76). In several other passages, there are references to Slovenia. An extended passage is devoted to the work of the Slovenian Protestants, spearheaded by Primož Trubar, and Stipčević here emphasises the influence of the Slovenian Protestants on the Croatian ones. Unfortunately, he does not take into consideration the latest findings by Kozma Ahačič about Trubar’s *Catechismus*, which was most probably printed in Schwäbisch Hall and not in Tübingen, although it is possible that this new information was not available to Stipčević during the preparation of his book. There is also an error with the “map of Croatia in the sixteenth century” (p. 12), where “Carinthia” should actually be “Carniola”.
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The overall presentation of the book, however, is clear, with many useful illustrations (maps, reproductions from paintings, manuscripts, prints), music examples, quotations from the sources and bibliography. The music examples are on the whole presented clearly (although one of the examples, 12a on p. 157 is clumsily cropped), and are almost always accompanied by the musical incipit indicating the relationship of the note values to the original.

By comparison, the editing and proofreading have not been done well. There are many unfortunate lapses, inconsistencies and typographical errors, such as missing letters ‘c’ and ‘d’ in the chapter title “Petar Hektorović an [sic] the Critical Reading of Folk Cultur [sic]” that appear in the table of contents. This title is also missing from the main text. Sometimes captions to the music examples are indicated as “Ex.” and sometimes as “Example”; there is an instance of a paragraph that comprises only one sentence; some numbers over a thousand are written with a comma and some with a full stop. Stipčević appears not to have been well served by his editors in this regard, if indeed, there were any. Sometimes the choice for words also seems slightly unusual (e.g. “choral songs” to denote plainchant melodies), but I should mention that the text is actually translated into English (by Sonja Bašić).

If I return to the introductory words by the author, which I cited in the opening, Stipčević’s efforts were indeed successful. His analyses are exciting, some entirely original, and in my opinion the book makes for a good read. The reader certainly gains plenty of insights into the Croatian musical heritage. On the whole, this is a useful book, a go-to literature about Renaissance musical culture and beyond in the Croatian lands for non-Croatian readers. Ennio Stipčević is to be congratulated on his success in condensing a highly complex subject into an adequate synthesis available to the wider international public.
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